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2020 CWS Christmas 6 Pack $229 (Value $266) 

 
 

 It's been a twisting, tumultuous rollercoaster of a year for everyone.  
Here at The City Wine Shop we are so thrilled to be back into the groove of busy service, seeing old and new faces in store 

has made us sit back and take stock of how lucky we are to have such loyal customers.  As the year quickly draws to a close, 
let us take one thing off your to-do list for December 25th; the wine!  After all, that’s what we do best.  This 6 pack has 

everything you need to lay the foundations for a joyful day. 
 

To start, a bright and filigreed Champagne to celebrate time spent with friends and family. Followed by a top tier Aussie 
sparkling – match with seafood perhaps?  Next up is an iconic Aussie chardonnay, followed by a delicately fruited yet textural 
Provence rosé to ease you into the main course.  Lastly, two polarizing reds; a cool climate Tassie pinot noir and a grenache 

blend from southern Rhône to wash down the cheese. 
 

 
NV Veuve Fourny Grand Reserve, Champagne, France $76 
Fifth generation members of the Fourny family tend to the Premier Cru vineyards of Vertus.  This bright, fresh style 
of Champagne made up of chardonnay and pinot noir presents aromas of white peach, lemon zest and glimmers of 
brioche, imparted from a small time spent on lees.  The perfect bottle to pop on Christmas morning while 
exchanging gifts with family and friends. À ta santé! 
 
NV Deviation Road Altair Rosé, Adelaide Hills, SA $33  
Established in 1998 by Hamish Laurie and now headed up by both Hamish and his wife Kate Laurie, whose Oenology 
training in Champagne have helped produce wines that are at once traditional and contemporary.  Generous red 
cherry, spice and lifted strawberry accents are framed in a vibrant coral-pink. A beautiful example of Australian fizz 
to rival the greats of Champagne. So chuck a prawn on the barbecue and enjoy! 
  
2019 Shaw and Smith M3 Chardonnay, Adelaide Hills, SA. $55 
Adored for its marriage of vigour and finesse; a seamless fusion of fruit intensity, precise acid and oak integration. A 
benchmark for premium chardonnay each year, and this year is no different. Lush white nectarine and citrus fruit 
energises and lifts the palate, there's a touch of flint in the background combined with subtle biscuity notes. If you’re 
the sort of family that enjoy a roast turkey on Christmas day, this is the wine to bring your roast to life.  

2018 Château Riotor Rosé, Côtes de Provence, France $32 
Perfect by itself between courses, wonderful with seafood or any other salty snacks this versatile blush will satisfy 
even the fussiest of guests. Situated in the hills of the Massif des Maures, above the French Riviera, this domaine 
produces classic, dry provençal rosé. Its palate of delicate red fruit flavours team with a savoury note to perfectly 
balance the wine.  
  
2019 Barringwood Estate Pinot Noir, Barrington, TAS $36 
Initially intending to do a bit of home winemaking, Judy and Ian Robinson planted 500 vines at their Lower Barrington 
site. This soon evolved into a commercial scale venture. Among the vines sits an old lumber mill, also operated by the 
Robinsons. This is where the iconic Barringwood labels take inspiration, with a beautiful woodcut image which mirrors 
the delicacy and complexities of their wine. Cherries and violets sing from the glass, there's just a dusting of vanilla oak 
- which gives way to earthy forest floor. A friend to any grilled or roasted meat.  
  
2016 Brunel Côtes du Rhône Villages, Southern Rhône, France $34 
This is a prime play on velvety grenache from southern Rhône.  Blended with playmates carignan and cinsault which 
add structure and nerve to the ripe grenache, this plush wine is packed with flavour.  Thanks to a few years in bottle, 
subtle earthy tones are creeping in. This bottle can join the table anywhere between main course and cheese course. 
Voila! 

 
Merry Christmas! 

  


